The software architecture of a distributed system can be described as a hierarchical composition of subsystems, with interacting processes as the leaves of the hierarchy. Process behaviour can be specified using finite-state machines.
An alphabet is so chosen as to make analysis tractable. This involves decisions to ignore properties and actions considered to be of lesser interest.
Formally, an LTS of a process P is a quadruple < ,S, A, A, q > where (i) S is a set of states;
(ii) A = A' u {T}, where A' is the communicating alphabet of P which does not contain the internal action~; (iv) q is a state in .S which indicates the initial state of P.
An LTS of P = < S, A, A, q > transits into another LTS of P'= < S,A, A, q'> with an action a e A if and only if (q, a, q? e A and q' # n, where n is a special undefined state to be discussed shortly. That is, <S, A,+, q>~<S, A,+, q'> iff (q, a,q')~Aandq'#n.
Since there is an one-to-one mapping between a process P and its LTS, we use the term process and LTS interchangeably.
Therefore, the above statement can be rewritten as follows:
P>P' iff (q, a, g') E Aandq'#rt.
An LTS < S, A u {~), A, q > is said to be deterministic if and only if V S,S' and s" 6 S, (s, a, s')e A A (s, a, s")eA implies s'= s"; otherwise it is said to be non-deterministic.
A trace of a process P is a sequence of actions that P can perform starting from its initial state. For example, the sequence c prepayl, chargel, charge2 > is a trace of Proc in figure 1. We denote the set of possible traces of a process P as tr(f'). The formal definition of traces can be found in the work of Hoare [7] . An LTS may contain a special state n, which is called the undefined state. A process is considered to be Alternatively, we may write:
For instance, figure 2(b) represents a process Proc that transits into H after executing char-gel. Hence, PCSIH
In the LTS computational model, there can be no transitions emerging from state z Thus, H is essentially a termination process. A trace is said to be undefined if its execution turns a process into~. For instance, Ccharge2, chargel~is an undefined trace in Proc. Normally, all processes in a system design are defined; they are free of undefined state rc and do not contain undefined traces. The constructs of n and n are used to handle the situations where specified system behaviour is not consistent with that perceived by users.
In the LTS computational model, actions of a process can be restricted by a restriction operator~. P'?L represents the process projected from P in which only the actions in set L are observable. The restriction operator ensures that P has undefined traces if and only if P~L has undefined traces. Rule 5b specifies that a composite process PIIQ never proceeds if either P or Q equals the undefined process~whose alpabet is the universal set of actions.
The rules enforces that a composite process PIIQ is undefined when P or Q is undefined. 
The sufficient condition in rule (6), which can be achieved by action renaming, is assumed in our discussion. (ii) for all a e A:
(a) P&P' implies 3 Q', Q-&Q' and (P', Q')= R.
(b) #-@' implies 3 P', PAP' and (P', Q')= R.
Let P~P' denote P(~)*<&) *P'. A weak semantic equivalence = is the union of all relations R G SXS satisfying
forallae A:
(a) P~P' implies 3 Q', Q~Q' and (P', Q') e R.
(b) Q--&Q' implies 3 P', P $ P' and (P', Q') c R.
The strong and weak semantic equivalences coincide with the strong and weak equivalence (cf. Milner [11] ) respectively if the first of the two requirements (i) is dropped. In other words, if two processes P and Q are free of the undefined state n then (i) P -Q implies P and Q are strongly equivalent;
(ii) P = Q implies P and Q are weakly equivalent.
2.3
A Gas Station Example
As an illustration of our discussion, we present a gas station example originally proposed by Helmbold and Luckham [6] .
The system models an automated gas station with an operator, a pump, two customers and a queue holding customers' requests. Figure 4 gives the LTSS presenting the behaviour of the operator and the request queue.
The operator may initially choose to accept money prepaid by customers (prepayi) or accept the amount to be charged from the pump (chargei). After accepting money from a customer, the operator activates the pump if it is available; otherwise does nothing. On receiving the charge information from the pump, the operator gives the change (= prepayi -chargei) to the customer and activates the pump again if there are other customers waiting for the pump. Figure 5 shows the behaviour of the pump and that of the two customers. A customer who has paid the money can start the pump once it has been activated.
After starting the pump, the customer may at any time request the pump to finish pumping and wait for the change from the operator. Upon receiving the "finish" request, the pump informs the operator of the charge information. 
Error Detection Mechanism
To check the violation of the second condition, the error detection mechanism refines an interface process I = (A, S, A, The information helps users to track the error down to particular transitions. A correct specification of Iu is given in figure 12 (a). The global LTSof GasSystern derived using lu'in figure 12 (b) is given in figure 13 . figure  14(b) ). Any violation of the assumption causes the appearance of state n in the global LTS. If this is the case, the error detection mechanism would indicate the transitions at which violation occurs. In the case of GasStation, we find that the global LTS remains the same as that in figure 13 after the inclusion of the LTS in figure 14(b) . Since the global LTS is free of state n, figure 14 (a) is a valid (supported) assumption. 
